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ABSTRACT
 

We estima1e in this study the contributions of 1he three structure functions to the 

double differential cross section for a realistic NAL neutrino spectrum and reasonable 

theoretical assumptions. Assuming that as" 0, we find that in most of the models the 

form factors F 2(x) and F 3(x) are separable. We then discuss the theore1ical predic

tions that can be tested with this new experimental information. Most of the theoreti 

cal predictions, besides relations among the total cross sections are sum rules. We 

find that most of the sum rules valid in the deep inelastic region are testable provided 

that they saturate below 200 BeV. The sum rules, their sa1uration properties, and 

relevant references are summarized in the table. 

1. THE TOTAL CROSS SECTIONS 

The main objective of this article is to summarize some of the most important 

theoretical results that have been obtained for inelastic neutrino -nucleon scattering 

and also to discuss the experimental possibilities of testing them at NAL. 

The kinematics for the processes have been discussed in many places in as 

many different notations. 1-5 We recall here 4 that 

(1.1 Jd;;dV = E~' d~~' = ~: \3(Q2,v) (i')[1 + ~, (LJ-i(R>]. 

where \3 = W (Q 2 . v ) for neutrinos; (L) = ar!(a + a + 2a and (R) = aR/(aL + a + 2a
2 L R s) R s) 

are functions of the two Lorentz invariants: 

q . P 2 . 29 
v =----;:;;-- and Q = -q = 4EE' sm""2 (1.2 J 

The total cross sections occurring in Eq. (1.1) correspond to the total cross sections 

of a right-handed, left-handed, and scalar current on a proton. They are discussed 
2

in detail in Ref. 4 and in the limit v /Q2 »1, v» M. they are related to the struc

ture functions as follows: 

(1. 3) 
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(I. 3) 

The structure function for the antineutr ino -induced processes are obtained by the 

interchanges O'L - O'R and will be designated by the superscript bar. The CERN ex
6

periment indicates that the data are consistent with the total cross section rising 

linearly with energy. The best fit with a straight line is 

2 
= (0.60±0.15) G M E. (1.4 ) 

"tot " 

This remarkable property follows 4 simply from Eq. (1.1) and the scaling of vf3 

F only. To see this we use Eq. (1.1) and integrate over Q2:
2(Q2/2Mv) 

j 2M 2 
d" dQ 2-G E' -- 2 v) [v -(R)v ~ " - vf3(Q 1 + -(Ll 
dv 2" E v ' E' E 

(1. 5)2 1 
G M 

-0 

[v V][
= -,,- EE' 

1 +Ei<L> - :E<R>J dxv f3(Q
2

.v). 

o 

where <R> and <L> implies the appropriate averages over x have been taken. Then the 

total eros s S ec tion is 

2M 

o "G E [1 1 

dx v f3 ][.!. + .!.<L>- .!.«>]. (1.6 ) 
tot" 226 o _ 

Noting that the values of the last bracket range from one-third to one, we can obtain an 

upper and a lower bound for the integral: 

1 

(0.6±0.15) s fa dx vl3 S (1.8±0.45). (1. 7l 

We recall that the corresponding integral for electroproduction has been determined 

accurately at the SLAC experiments 7,8 and has been interpreted as a measure of the 

mean-square charge per parton. It is expected that the corresponding integral here 

will also be -one of the first numbers to be determined accurately by the neutrino ex

periments, and it has a similar interpretation: It is the mean number of non -strange 

partons per parton. We will return to this point when we discuss the sum rules. 

The relative magnitudes of the total cross sections vary considerably within the 

znodela . In parton models 

(1.8) 
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and the ratio R = aJ(a + aJ depe~ds on the spin of the constitutents within the proton
R 

or neutron. Bjorken and Paschos say 

(1. 91 

9
Drell, Levy, and Van predict a 

L 
> > a 

R 
leading to 

a 
vp 

a 
vn 

3a_ 
vp 

= 3a
vn" (1.10) 

Diffractive modeli 
O

lead to a 
R 

="i, and also 

a 
vp 

a 
vn 

a_ 
vp 

u_ . 
vn 

(1.11 ) 

These are some of the challenges for the early experiments. Their determination will 

distinguish among different models. 

11. YIELD ESTIMATES FUR INELASTIC NEUTRINO-NUCLEON EXPERIMENTS 

In a realistic situation one may not have a monochromatic neutrino beam. 

Furthermore, detection of all the final hadronic states is very difficult. Therefore, 

it is not completely unrealistic to consider a situation with a neutrino spectrum inci

dent on a hydrogen target and demand identification of the final muon with energy E' 

and at an angle e. We denote by VIE) the neutrino spectrum, and we define an effec

tive cr-oss section: 
E 

j 
m a x 

da 
(11.1 )Y(EI dQdE' dE. 

= E'+~ 
2M 

We assume that the three structure functions scale and obtain: 

E - E' max 

G E' sin E' ) 
2E12 2E 2f--2 max Y E' 2 e(2" 1 1 - 4~ M sin "2 

"2 

[
2 F (~)~ + F (~)(E + E'I]] (lI2 )

1 M 3 M 

where 
~ _ p . q Mv 

-7=~ 

In estimating the structure functions we make the following working hypotheses: 
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1. 0) The contribution of the vector and the axial-vector currents to I3(Q2, v) 

y) The isoscalar contribution to the electromagnetic W2(Q ,v) IS negligible. 

are equal: 

V 2 A 2
13 (Q ,v)o 13 (Q .v l (113 ) 

131 13 
proton 

0 13 
neutron 

(114) 

2 . 

These assumptions imply: 

~Q2 .£.m.2,,( ,v) 04W (Q .vl. (11.5)
2 

8
2. Motivated by the SLAC result we assume a ~ 0 which in turn implies

s 

(11.6 ) 

This is the result of current algebra 11 with quark commutation relations, and il also 

follows for any spin -1 / 2 parton model. 

3. There is no reliable way for estimating F ,(~). We use in the numerical 

calculations the prediction 3 of the "quark -parton " model: 

(11.7) 

This expression lies somewhere in the middle of the functional forms that have been 

discussed in the literature. For a comparison we list the asumptotic behavior of 

in the different models. 
9

0) field-theoretic model F3(~)-v, 

213) Regge model 
1 0 

F3(~) - v 
3 

y 1par-tori model F3(~)-fnv 

(J I other models t 2 F 3 (~) - Const. 

e I Hegge plus duality t 0 (Harari) F3(~) - 0 

The final input for the numerical estimates is the neutrino spectrum. We present in 

this section estimates for two different spectra. The first is a spectrum for a 500 

BeV NAL with a decay length of 1400 meters and an earth shield of 1400 meters. The 
2 5 

spectrum is given in terms of the number of neutrinos/BeV/m / 1 0 incident protons, 

and it has been calculated by Nezrick. t3 Figure 1 gives the double differential cross 

section as a function of the muon energy E' and the muon angle 8. These cross sec

tions give measureable counting rates, which can be calculated easily for specific 

experiments. In separating the structure functions, one would like to know the rela

tive contributions of the three form factors. Figure 2 gives the ratio of the 
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contribution of F to the contribution of F We note that the ratio increases with
3(1..) 2(1..). 

angle, as it is expected, and in some places it is of order unity. Therefore, we con

clude that separation of Fjl..) should be an attainable goal for NAL. Separation of F t (1..) 

is harder. For the same kinematic region as in Figs. t and 2, its contribution to the 

cross section in comparison to F 2(1..) has the following bounds: 

Contribution of F t (1..) 
O.Ot S b '" 0.25. (U.8)

Contri ution of F 2(1..) 

Figure 3 corresponds to a different neutrino spectrum and energy range: 

2!3278
Y(E) 10.0e -0.23E neutrinos!BeV!m protons,0 

with 5 < E < 25 BeV. This spectrum is to a good approximation the neutrino spectrum 

calculated for a 100-BeV NAL 14 with a shorter decay length and a steel shield. We 

observe the same general dependence on energy and angle. In the same figure we 

have also plotted, for comparison, the cross sections for inelastic Compton scat
15 

tering for the same kinematic region, produced, however, with an incident brems

strahlung spectrum. We note that for a fixed angle , the neutrino-induced cross sections 

fall much slower with E' in contrast to the Compton terms. This is due to the fact 

that neutrino -induced proc esses have a weaker dependence on Q2, and they should 

give measurable rates at larger values of this variable. 

In case that the energy of the incident neutrinos can be accurately determined, 

one can repeat these calculations using Eqs. (1.1), (1.3), and (II.2). The relative 

values of the contributions of the scaling functions can be obtained from the expres

sian in the curly bracket in Eq. (U.2) and the assumptions (II.6) and (II. 7). 

It appears that neutrino experiments at small angles can determine F 2(1..). Ex

tension of the experiments to larger angles will be sensitive to F 3 (1..). provided that 

this structure function is at least as large as the prediction of the parton model. 
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Ill. SUMMARY OF NEUTRINO AND ANTINEUTRINO SUM RULES 

In the last two years intensive theoretical investigations on inelastic neutrino

nucleon interactions have produced a large number of predictions. The most impor

tant results, which at the same time are the eas iest to test experimentally, are 

several sum rules summarized in Table 1. The sum rules are listed in order of 

theoretical rigor proceeding from left to right. We have listed in the first four rows 

the assumptions involved in deriving them, then the region were they should be valid, 

and finally we discuss the possibilities of testing them in future NAL experiments. 

To be more precise, we discuss several of them in detail. 

The Adler 1 sum rule 

un.n 

involves the difference of two form factors with the Pomeranchuk contribution can

celing, thus leaving the p as the leading trajectory. This guarantees the convergence 

of the sum rule. The equal time commutator has been evaluated in current algebra in 

terms of the Cabibbo angle /:i ' and the quantum numbers of thetarget: baryon number, 
c 

B, hypercharge, Y, and the third component of isotopic spin, T 3' We emphasize 

that in checking this sum rule, we test a convergence hypothesis and the value of an 

equal-time commutator. For small values of Q2 [say Q2 = 0.1 (BeV)2] Adler and 

Gilman 16 have studied the saturation of the sum rule, and they concluded that the sum 

rule should be satisfied to within a few percent at a maximum energy v - 5 BeV. For 

high incident energies and at large momentum transfers Q2. 

2 
1.3XI0-38c~ , (III.2 ) 

M 

provided that the sum rule saturates for a value of v < < E. This is a measurable 

c r-os s section provided that the difference does not extend over a very large region of 

v . For instance, if the difference between the form factors is evenly distributed for 

Q2/ 2M < v $ 200 BeV then the difference between 13 and i3 is only - 30%, and In such a 

case one will not be able to make a definite statement, considering the experimental 

errors. This suggests a study of the saturation of the Adler sum rule as a function of 

Q2. 
17 18 

The Bjorken sum rule, on column 3, reduces to the Adler result provided 

that Os < < OR + 0L' In this case, the only difference arises tn the derivation of this 

result. sine e it involves the evaluation of an equal-time commutator in the quark 
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model and also invokes the validity of the first Bjorken-Johnson-Low limit, that we 
19 

now explain. The Bjorken-Johnson-Low theorem states that in the qo - ico.I<rI

fixed limit the following expansion holds: 

}x4
e -iq· x T ~I-'+(X) Jv{O)] = ~~ JdX\ -iq· xo{x O) ~I-'+(X)' J)O~ 

4-+fd 
x

e -iq· xo(X O) [1l~:I-'(X). J)O~ + o(~). (III.3) 

qo qo 

If this expansion holds only to order 1!qo' it ts known as the first BJL limit, while its 
2 

validity to order 1!qo is known as the second BJL limit. 

The third sum rule has been obtained by Gross and Llewellyn-Smith, 3and it is of 

great interest because it involves the interference of the vector and the axial-vector 

current. It is unique for the neutrino experiments. Thus, intuitive arguments can be 

misleading since we are investigating a completely new structure function in a new 

kinematic region. The predictions of the models confirm this observation since they 
10 

vary from zero in the diffractive model (Harari) to infinity in the field-theoretic 

model. In the parton model the following relation holds:4,20 

~(L - R) + ~(L - R) = 3(~ -13), (III. 4) 

and the number of events contributing to this result are three times the events for the 

Adler sum rules. 

The next two sum rules have been derived only in the parton model by Bjorken 

and Paschos. 4 The assumptions are stated in Table I where the equal-time commu

tator cannot be evaluated except in specific models. The expression contained in the 

table has been calculated in the parton model, with the notation discussed there in detail. 15 ,4 

Within the model this sum rule has a physical meaning: It is the mean number of 

non-strange partons per parton, Under the assumption that O"s is very small again, 

as the SLAC data indicate, the sum rule reduces to: 

2"110 

1 
dxv(I3+I3)- = <~ ~Nn +Nn)COS20c +(N +Np)+(N\+ Nr)Sin

2 Oc]). (lII.5)
p 

0.76 in the quark -parton model. 

6
The slope of the total cross section given by the CERN experiment clearly indicates 

that the integrals can be determined since they are larger than = 0.6 ± 0.15. If, in 

addition, one assumes that vector and axial contributions are equal, 4 and we average 

over proton and neutron then: 

0.6±0.15S} J dx v(i3+ 13) S 0.72±0.06. (III.6) 
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The agreement between theory and experiment is impressive, but inconclusive because of 

the ambiguities in the theoretical interpretation of the data. 

The sum rule in the last column in the table involves the V -A interference term, 

and it is very convergent. There are two additional sum rules to be found in Ref. 4 

which have not been included in Table 1. If one wants to classify the sum rules in 

order of the possibilities of checking them in early experiments, one should start 

with number 4, then proceed with 3 and/or 5 and finally with 1 and 2. 

To complete the picture, we finally discuss a sum rule valid in the limited 
21 

region Q2 ':S m Z This is a rigorous result that follows from the assumptions of 
1T 

current algebra: 

1. A no-subtraction hypothesis 

2. Theequal-timecommutator O(Xo'[Jo"'(X),J:(O'] =i(",I3Y J TjY(X)Ii(X)+saI3. 

3. PCAC. 

The result can be stated in terms of the photoproduction amplitude: 

where 

I = 1 means isovector photons 

gA(O) 1.18 is the nucleon axial-vector form factor 

g = the pion nucleon coupling constant, and 
± ± r 22 ± 

D(y p ~ 1T p) =the CGLN amplitude for the forward photopr-oduction of tr meson by charged 

photons evaluated at the threshold. The right-hand side can be calculated using the 
23 

phase shift analyses of the low-energy data. An estimate of the right-hand side in 

the narrow resonance approximation gives -20.8 m rb, The left-hand side is totally 

unknown. 
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IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

It is very important from the theoretical point of view to obtain accurate meas

urements for: 

1. Total cross sections: a( vp), a(vp), a( vn I, and a(vn) with a good determination 

of the slopes. 
2 2

2. SeparationofW ,v)andW ,vi
2(Q 3(Q 

3. Accurate separation of as with an accurate upper bound in case it turns out 

to be small. 

For the small Q2 region, one certainly needs light nuclei (preferably hydrogen and 

deuterium) while for the large Q2 region, heavier nuclei are also acceptable, but they 

also require a study of the A-dependence. Good knowledge of the energy and the flux 

is, of course, very important. 

In conclusion, we emphasize that the importance of these data lies in their ability 

to probe small distances within the proton and also in their ability to distinguish among 

the numerous models. 
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Table I. xeutrtnc-anuneutrtnc Sum nule9. 

Sur» rule I;"(~ ~l ld:I~(R ,Ll - ~ tu , Lli 1,:"1 ~(L - I\l ' ~(L - Kli fa dxv[i3"(R" 

1 

+ L) t Il(R + Ll] 

1lux vrj3"(L -fh -IlIL ·H\] 

o 

Co,'\vcrgcnce O,K. 
Leadlnr Regge trajectory 

.zp '" 0.5 

O. K. 
Lcatling fiegge Trajectory 

ap = 0.5 

O.K. 
J.~ading Tler,~e Trajet'tory 

Q = O.S -.. 
Converges even for the 
Froi~sart bO'Lmd 

Converl:~es even for ~ile 

FToi.~8art bound 

Commutator o(Xo\{Jo+(X}, JO(Oll {>(XOlPX+(X), Jx(Ol] 
f>(xollJx' (x l. J/oll 

6 (XoH&J 
x 
+I at (x I, J x (Oll 

6(X
O

)[&J 
x 
+ / a t (lI), \,loll 

, 
'" C' 

'" , Other as sumpttcns 

\"<'1'.le of the 

~~,~:~~~;or 

Range orvalidity 

None 

Current A1ll:ebra 

-i(B - W)S 
in2e 

c + 

+21' (1+COS Ze ), c 

Q2!: 0 

Quark, Parton 

_~(B_3Y)SinZec+ 

+ZT 
3(t+cosZecl 

First BJL Limit 

QZ »MZ 

Quark, Parton 

4B + Y(Z -:3 SmZOc) + 

+ 2T:3SinZeC 

First BJL LImit 

QZ)o>:M Z 

pas-ton 

< ' az -N ((N ,+N... j c oa 8 + n n c 

+ (N
p' 

+ Np ' l + IN),. tN\:" lSinZecl) 

Second RJL Limit 

QZ > > MZ 

pur-ron 

2 <~[-(~n.+Nri"'lCOs.29c" 

+ (N 
p 
+Np\_(r..:),,~!\:\,)S~nZflcl> 

Second DJL Ll;"l1.lt 

QZ » !'I'l2 

,...... , 

How well c an 
we check It? 

d(j~d~.Z3 ~ :~!fS~ZmZ/MZ 
E-o 
'Testable if it saturates 
below the multi -hundred 
13eV r egicn . 

For O's «O'R +O'L' i.t can 

be measured as accurately 
as the Adler sum rule. 

~..!heyarton model _ 
Il\L-H)+~(L-nl" 3(1l-1l). 
'Tbus , this measurement 
should be 3 times the Adler 
sum rule. 

For Os «oR taL' it has been 

shown in CERN experi.ments 
~ 1.20 .. 0.30. 

Reliable estlmatps do not Cloa!'! 

Comments 

Rcrc r enc ca 

, ,
For Q '" 0,1 (BeY) , it 
is expected to saturate 
atv = 5BeV. Thissue
gests testing the sum 
rule at inter-mediate 
values of QZ 

1, 16, ::lnti 18 

:::e:St:~:n;~~;:~~e-
rule. 

17 and 18 

A unique sum rule for neu
trino ee ac tions . Therefore, 
intuitive ar-guments could be 
rn i al e adirrg . Model pre
dtcttons vary widely. 

3 and ZO 

The EASIEST sum rule to test. 
Parton varue » 1.5Z CERN ell:
per-tment with p "n and Y ..A 
"' 1.-14" 0. tZ 

4 and t 5 

Can be r-elated in the pur-ton 
model to the elec t r-opr-oduc non 
data. 

UJ 
UJ ,... ..... 
'" 
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Fig. 1. Effective differential cross section for a 300-BeV neutrino spectrum. The curves correspond to different laboratory 
angles. 
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Fig. 2. Relative contributions of F 2(\) and F 3(\) to the cross sections shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 3. Effective differential cross section for a E - 25 BeV neutrino spectrum. 
The 6 0 Compton curve corresponds to a bremssWiHhung spectrum with 25 BeV 
maximum energy The Compton curve is taken from Ref. 15 with an arbitrary 
overall normalization. 
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